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By Netty  Bonouvr ié

In the building of the Neue Universität, situated in the heart

of the beautiful old town of Heidelberg, more than 300 par-

ticipants from Europe, the United States, Australia, Japan,

and South Asian countries assembled to attend this extreme-

ly well-organized conference. The panel sessions, spread over

four days, offered a wide coverage of research on modern

South Asia, while a number of recent documentaries on

South Asian topics were also featured.

As the number of panels has increased considerably over

the last decade – from nineteen at the twelfth conference

in Toulouse, France, in 1994 to forty this year – partici-

pants, unfortunately, were forced to choose from among

ten parallel sessions daily. Of course the organizers of the

conference readily admitted to this. As professor S.K.

Mitra, present director of the South Asia Institute, already

remarked in his introduction, ‘[i]n spite of the best will in

the world, no international conference can make every

panel available to everyone’. The panels were organized

around leading disciplines ranging from anthropology and

religious studies to politics and linguistics; others focused

on interdisciplinary themes like identity and diaspora.

Current issues such as the relationship between India and

Pakistan, the Kashmir conflict, and the nuclear capacities

of India and Pakistan were also touched upon. Further-

more there seems to be a tendency to organize panels on

specific regions, e.g. on the Himalaya area, on Indian

states – as in Rajasthan Studies and Tamil Studies – and

on the various countries of the South Asian subcontinent

such as Bangladesh and Sri Lanka. Details of the panels

and papers can be found on the Internet site of the

conference, mentioned below.

The conference coincided with the fortieth anniversary of

the founding of the South Asia Institute, which consists of

eight departments and has become a major centre for

interdisciplinary research and teaching. Results of inter-

disciplinary research were rendered visible by means of the

exhibition Benares. Views of a Holy City at the Völkerkunde-

museum of Heidelberg, which could be visited by a guided

tour (for more information see the article by Martin Gaenszle

and Jörg Gengnagel on the next page).

Considering the number of participants and the increase

of contributions, this conference was certainly successful.

The next European Conference on Modern South Asian

Studies, to be hosted by SASNET (Swedish South Asian

Studies Network) and Lund University, will be held from 6

to 9 July 2004 in Lund, Sweden. <

Netty Bonouvrié, MA is affiliated to the Documentation Centre for

South Asia of the Kern Institute, Leiden University and is this

newsletter’s regional editor for South Asia. 

n.c.bonouvrie@let.leidenuniv.nl 

Modern South Asia Conference in Heidelberg
At the end of this summer the South Asia Institute of the Ruprecht-Karls-Universität Heidelberg, Germany,
hosted the European Conference on Modern South Asian Studies, the seventeenth in a series of biennial
conferences. Through the years this conference has become an important platform in Europe for the exchange
of results of research on modern South Asia.
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Although Arunachal Pradesh has been isolated by moun-

tainous terrain and by government policy, which have

prevented absorption into mainstream culture, trade links

with Tibet and the plains have always brought new objects

and ideas – today brought by television, education, and bet-

ter roads. Cultural change is apparent everywhere: textile

designs of one tribe are borrowed by others; local festivals

are centralized and refashioned as community events; oral

traditions are printed and discussed as ‘cultural heritage’.

Some traditional practices (such as tattooing) have been

banned by tribal organizations, while others (e.g. woodcarv-

ing) are undergoing expansion. Perhaps the most funda-

mental change is that animistic beliefs and rituals are under-

going formalization into a ‘religion’ with new visual images,

places of worship, and a formal theology. This systematiza-

tion of the worship of Donyi-Polo (Sun-Moon) places it along-

side the other religions known in the area: Christianity, Bud-

dhism, and Hinduism. Ritual practitioners have also formed

a statewide association of shamans. These changes are fast

paced and largely undocumented. 

In analysing innovation, the research will challenge deep-

rooted perceptions of tribal cultures as antidotes to moder-

nity. The impulse to romanticize ‘indigenous peoples’ is still

a powerful force in scholarship and public debate, not only

in the West but also in urban India. In order to shift the focus

from preservation to innovation, the research will draw upon

a range of writings that historicize tribal culture and theorize

tradition as reinvention. Primary among these are anthro-

pological critiques of the ‘primitive’, a notion which places

tribal culture either in a timeless present or a vanished past.

Also valuable are studies of historical change in tribal cul-

tures, either through regional networks of trade or from adap-

tation to economic and environmental conditions. While

these processes operate in Arunachal Pradesh, the research

will approach change as more than passive adaptation and

more as innovation, especially in expressive culture. We will

utilize the concept of the ‘invention of tradition’, first

described by historians. Although typically applied to public

traditions in large states, we believe the concept is applica-

ble to small-scale societies as well. Folklorists have likewise

contributed to this reinterpretation of tradition and to the

emphasis on the inventiveness of culture by developing the

concept of ‘second-hand folklore’ to describe conscious

manipulations of tradition.

We will also draw on new research that views objects not

as static artefacts or bearers of meaning but as sites of cul-

tural practice and history. In a study similar to the proposed

research, for example, Gosden and Knowles (2001) have

demonstrated that the juxtaposition of museum collections

and fieldwork yields original insights into cultural change

over time. Finally, we will draw selectively from the growing

literature on ‘indigenous peoples’. Although this literature

often sacrifices accuracy for advocacy, it does contain valu-

able case studies of change among tribal groups.

The project involves both fieldwork and archival study. Field-

work will concentrate on three domains (ritual practices, oral

narratives and histories, and material culture) among four

tribes (Apatani, Adi, Monpa, and Idu Mishmi) using a variety

of methods. By observation, photography, filmmaking, and

audio taping we will document current practices; by inter-

viewing and by showing (copies of) archival photos, we will

elicit commentary on change. We will also produce a series of

four films, one on each tribe, documenting the ways in which

each group defines and displays its identity. Whenever possi-

ble, we will study events and objects already documented in

the historical record: a festival filmed in 1953, for example, may

be filmed again in 2003. Archival study will concentrate on

major collections in the United Kingdom and India; photo-

graphs and films will help to establish a baseline from which

change can be measured; objects will be examined for evidence

of changing uses and interpretations. Finally, we will repatri-

ate approximately 500 photographs to Arunachal Pradesh.

The planned outcomes of the research are: 

– an exhibition in India, originating in Arunachal Pradesh

and travelling to other cities; 

– an exhibition at the British Museum; 

– four documentary films; 

– an extensive collection of photographs; 

– monographs on oral traditions, religious life, and materi-

al culture in Arunachal Pradesh

– a photographic essay on cultural change in the state;

– a volume of essays from an international conference at

Arunachal University.

Through the public dissemination of results, both in India

and the United Kingdom, the project hopes to contribute both

to our knowledge of tribal cultures and to the debate con-

cerning their place in the modern world. The project will soon

have a website (probably ‘tribaltransitions’) on the main

SOAS website. <
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Tribal Transitions 
Cultural Innovation in Arunachal Pradesh

A new research project has been launched to document and analyse cultural change in Arunachal Pradesh,
India. Starting from the premise that tribal people are not only guardians of culture but also initiators of
change, the ‘Tribal Transitions’ project will study tribal culture in this state, which is home to about twenty-five
separate groups who speak Tibeto-Burman languages. Isolated both by terrain and official policy, Arunachal
provides a unique location to study such change; its cultures were recorded in extensive archives made during
the colonial period and augmented by fieldwork since independence. By combining contemporary documen-
tation with a study of archives, the project, the first of its kind in Arunachal Pradesh, will analyse innovation in
a historical perspective.
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‘Tribal Transitions’ is a collaborative project between the School of Oriental and

African Studies, the British Museum, Arunachal University, the government of

Arunachal Pradesh, the Centre for Cultural Research and Documentation

(Arunachal Pradesh), and the British Council in New Delhi. The project director

is Dr Stuart Blackburn (SOAS), supported by Mr Richard Blurton (British

Museum), Dr Sarit Chaudhuri (Arunachal University), Mr Moji Riba (CCRD),

Mr Michael Tarr (USA), Prof. T. Subba (Shillong) and Prof. Mibang (Arunachal

University). The project, which is funded by the Economic and Social Research

Council, United Kingdom, runs from October 2002 to October 2007.
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General information, the programme, the panel overview and abstracts of

papers of the Seventeenth European Conference on Modern South Asian

Studies held in Heidelberg can be found at: 

www.sai.uni-heidelberg.de/ecmsa/start.html

Information on the forthcoming conference in Lund will soon be available at:

www.sasnet.lu.se/research.html
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Apa Tani priest,

narrating a legend,

April 2002.
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